Lightning Talks Agenda
Session Length: 10 minutes

1:00pm Welcome from Center for Teaching & Learning

Using Panopto in CANVAS - Lecture Video Capture Made Easy (and Necessary)
Jonathan Reuing-Scherer, School Of Forestry And Environmental Studies
The integration of Panopto into Canvas @ Yale makes it easy to video capture lectures. Videos from lecture capture appear automatically in your Canvas @ Yale course site. Data on student use and experience with videos in STAT 660 will be presented. Videos are used by students who are away for conferences, by students wanting to review particular lecture material, and by students who simply learn better in a more private setting.

Course Reserves with Ares
Marybeth Bean, Yale Library
Raymond Frohlich, Yale Library
Ares is the course reserves management system at Yale University that provides around-the-clock access to reserves collection and is tightly integrated with both Canvas @ Yale and Classes® V2 on campus learning environments. Presenters will provide a brief overview of the course reserves solution and associated services provided by the Yale University Library.

Progress and Evidence-based Approach to Teaching and Learning: Portfolios
Angela Lee-Smith, East Asian Languages and Literatures
It is a great challenge for instructors to ensure achievement for every student. To meet this goal, instructors need pedagogical instruments to help them identify how to adjust instructional strategies to better meet individual student’s needs. A progress and evidence-based approach (e.g., portfolios) is a practice that helps instructors use student performance data to frequently evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching and make more informed instructional decisions.
Creation of EHS 503 class

Donna Cropley, School of Public Health

This presentation will discuss the creation of the EHS 503 syllabus and using the modules to organize the content for students to easily access and understand the requirements/expectations for that particular week's assignments.

External Tools in Canvas

Ilknur Kelceoglu, School of Management

This presentation will discuss the Yale School of Management’s experience with external tools in Canvas. Some of the external tools piloted and used in Canvas include VoiceThread, TurnItIn, and Critiquelt.

Using the Peer Review Tool in Canvas

Tracy Addy, Center for Teaching & Learning

Peer review is a useful process by which students can obtain feedback to improve their writing. Instructors may ask students to bring multiple copies of their written assignments to class and engage in the peer review process in person. This presentation will discuss how to implement online peer review in a course designed for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. This presentation will be useful to anyone interested in conducting a peer review using Canvas.

Expanding Canvas Functionality with External Tools

Pilar Abuin, Center for Teaching & Learning
Timberley Barber-Marini, Center for Teaching & Learning

This presentation will discuss some of the upcoming Yale integrations for Canvas including the Email List tool, Post'Em, and updates to Photo Roster as well as how to request and pilot other tools.

2:30pm Closing Remarks from Center for Teaching & Learning